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IF WE DIE TOMORROW
TIM SWALLOW

DEC 10 - DEC 24

BLACK EYE GALLERY presents





IF WE DIE TOMORROW 
TIM SWALLOW

see over page

Tim Swallow’s latest work ‘If We Die Tomorrow’ depicts a series of lost worlds in which scenes of 
spontaneous revelry break out against a backdrop of striking and lurid landscapes.

Swallow’s work is a journey exploring his carefree generation – it is in the sweet liminal zone 
between music, fashion and a perpetually sun soaked life that 
edges on the unashamedly hedonistic, yet unabashed innocence of youth 
culture. ‘If We Die Tomorrow’ is a unique body of work that showcases Swallow’s world that 
comes across as something both entirely real and fantastic, yet at the same time finely crafted 
and wholly buck wild and free. 

Based in Sydney, Swallow is the co-founder and director of well-known creative studio Lagoon 
Collective. He has shot editorials for numerous fashion and lifestyle publications, and is consid-
ered to be among the country’s most innovative and prolific young artists. 

PRICES 

Wooden wall images, framed, 124 x 89 cm: 
Edition 1: $2850
Edition 2: $3850
Edition 3: $4850

White wall images, medium (79 x 53 cm)
Edition 1: $850
Edition 2: $1350
Edition 3: $1850

White wall images, large (124 x 89 cm)
Edition 1: $1200 
Edition 2: $2200
Edition 3: $3200

Window image: 102 x 152 cm, hero edition, $3850

All images in an edition of 3 (except for window image) and are printed on fine art 
archival paper.

Tim’s bedroom wall: All images available for purchase. Inquire with staff.

*All dimensions are approximate image sizes.

If We Die Tomorrow zine, limited edition of 300, $20
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